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Leftover Stew

Sometimes, when I am really low on groceries, and really Adjective ; Adjective or

Adjective , I make myself a Adjective bowl of leftover stew. Leftover stew is not just one easy

puzzle such as : Bread+ weenie + mustard equals hot dog. Nope, nope,nope. Leftover stew has no one recipe. It

is made with whatever the Noun is in your fridge and/ or pantry. It can be anything from chili ,cheese ,

and breadcrums , which is really just a crushed chili dog with a Noun or Noun , to some

Adjective bullcrap that normally any people that are not from the planet of Noun (AKA a

Noun  )would ever think to do! An example of this would be : Noun , Noun ,

Noun , Noun , Noun , salt, and cayanne pepper . (Something I doubt would taste even

tolerably by the way.) It can be Adjective to make. Here are the steps regardless of what you use :

Step 1: Get random food out of your Noun

Step 2: Get random food out of your Noun

Step 3 : Decide what of the stuff you will use and what you will not.

Step 4: Put the stuff you decided not to use back where it goes.

Step 5: Decide the order you want to arrange the remaining items

Step 6: Arrange them

Step 7: Verb Base Form it to the temperature you Adjective .

Step 8: Put the crap in your Noun and hope the gamble you just took works in your favor.

Step 9: Clean up
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